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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK

100% RECYCLABLE AND REUSABLE

J2 Servid has developed the new product NIUPACK - known in the United
States United as Voidfiller -, and it is used to protect the movement of
merchandise during truck transport.
Niupack is the definitive solution to the displacements and fall of the load
during transportation. It is an alveolar structure of unfolding honeycomb
cardboard. Each piece snaps on easily the small gaps between the pallets
acting as separators. In this way we avoid the fall and inclination of the
products during transport and the dreaded domino effect.
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK
PROBLEM

During transport, the pallets move: acceleration, sudden braking, curves,
roundabouts, etc. and the situation is aggravated when the merchandise
does not occupy 100% of the perimeter of the pallet or when we send
medium Euro pallets or quarters Euro-pallet, since the latter usually have
the same height as standard pallets, but with less base, and therefore more
unstable...
All these common movements during transport cause the displacement and
fall of merchandise and in many cases the domino effect between pallets.
This means that when our merchandise arrives at the customer’s will be
automatically rejected or repalletized with the loss of time and money that
it means.
In addition, current containers and packaging are less and less resistant
(Made with recycled cardboard, increasingly lower grammage, …)
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK
SOLUTION

The solution to these problems is to fill the existing gaps between pallets
with the Niupack system to reduce or eliminate balancing, tilting or falling
of merchandise and thus ensure that the load reaches its destination in
perfect state.
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK
SECTORS

It is mainly used for the mass consumption sector, food, beverages,
liquid detergents, cosmetics, chemicals, electronics, logistics
in general, … and for any type of goods transported by truck
to department stores distribution or destined for automated
warehouses, where the merchandise must be in perfect condition.
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK
SECTORS
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK
ADVANTADGES

Economic

Effective

Resistant

Does not require expensive
investments.

Tested in hundreds of
road trips.

More than 4,000 kilos of
compressive strength.
Compressive strength 4,081 kgf*
(*) Laboratory test

Recyclable

Single

Rápido

Favor the environmental
policies and CSR

There is no other similar
solution in the market for
road trips.

Training is not necessary.

Reusable

Folding

Patented

Thanks to his extraordinary
endurance.

Does not take up space

Multiple patented Niupack models.
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK
OTHER MODELS

Niupack Large

Niupack Top

Niupack Double

Aimed at large consumption sectors such
as food and beverages and laboratories,
the chemical industry and transport and
logistics companies in general..

The smallest model in the family to avoid
the domino effect that can occur as a
result of driving.

Union of two systems of voidfillers. Ideal
to protect loose pallets in trucks and
to gain longitudinal space in maritime
containers.

Niupack Block

Niupack Panel

Used for rigid goods in the sectors of
machinery, consumer electronics and
transport and logistics companies in
general.

The honeycomb system is covered by
two panels of kraft paper. It is ideal for
protecting the sides of the pallet and for
separating and stabilizing stacked pallets.

Niupack Box
The voidfiller that can be folded for
transport or storage, thus saving a lot of
space during transport and storage.

Niupack Side
This voidfiller has a smaller, foldable
upper side cover so that it can be placed
inside the stretch film that wraps the
pallets, avoiding placing the cover on top
of the pallet and reducing cardboard.
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK

made with a very resistant folding cardboard structure,

recyclable and reusable. Available in various sizes and possibility of
custom manufacturing.

60cm

120cm
60cm

Type L

Thickness

38cm

Type S

TYPE

THICKNESS

UNITY/PALLET

NIUPACK S60

60mm

640

NIUPACK S75

75mm

640

NIUPACK S85

85mm

640

NIUPACK S100

100mm

640

NIUPACK S120

120mm

450

NIUPACK S150

150mm

450

NIUPACK L100

100mm

140

NIUPACK L150

150mm

140

Tipes L
120 x 60 cm

Niupack is a patented honeycomb system, and it is

Tipes S
60 x 38 cm

SIZES

Thickness
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK
LABORATORY

With all the products we produce we carry out tests in
an official packaging laboratory to achieve maximum
resistance for each model.
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK
LOCATIONS

We have 2 production facilities: one in Spain (area of Barcelona)
and another in Italy (Ancona area), from where we cover the

entire European market. In both locations we produce all type of
NIUPACKS although the head office is in Spain (Barcelona).
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK
ABOUT US, WHAT DO WE DO?

J2 Servid is a company with more than 25 years of experience in the
packaging market for the protection of goods during transport.
Our products are essential for your merchandise to be transported in perfect
condition and thus avoid damage during transport, such as movement of
loads, breakage, humidity problems, sudden changes in temperature, etc.

We are in an increasingly globalized market, where goods are exported to
more distant countries and often in extreme conditions, so it is convenient
to protect them in a proper way during transport.
J2 Servid offers you a wide range of different solutions to protect your
freight during transport, by any means: sea, road, air or rail.

We have extensive experience in the sector to be able to suggest at all
times, which is the perfect system to protect your freight. We take care
of your case, advising you and offering you the solution to your problems.
Our philosophy is to constantly look for new solutions and innovate new
products to protect your load.
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK
PRODUCTS TO SECURE CARGO

ProBag

ProDry

ProTerm

· It is the most versatile system to secure the goods.

· Protect goods from moisture during storage.

· Avoid sudden temperature changes during

· The products arrive at their destination without

· Available with or without hook.

· Ideal for sea containers and also for palletized

INFLATABLE BAGS

· Easy to use system.
damage or claims.

· Available for truck, train, ship, container...

DESICCANT BAGS

· High absorption capacity.

· Suitable for food environments.

COVERLINER COVERS AND INSULATORS

transportation.
merchandise.

· Manufacture of customized pallet covers.
· Easy placement system.
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK

LASHING STRAPS AND CARGO MOORING SYSTEMS

ProLash

ProLash TY Gard

ProEdge

· Ideal system for non-palletized loads.

· Considered the best lashing system for containers.

· Different measures, materials and resistances.

· Can be manually tightened.

dissipating energy.

LASHING STRAPS AND CARGO MOORING SYSTEMS

· Very easy placement system.

· Acts like a safety belt, absorbing shocks and

· Ideal system to prevent theft.

· System approved for the transport of explosives
and dangerous goods (AAR approved).

PROTECTIVE CORNERS FOR TRANSPORTATION

· Different models adaptable to all types of loads.
· Special models for paper reels.

· Possibility of custom manufacturing

· Ideal for drums, big-bags and IBC’s.
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK

PRODUCTOS PARA ASEGURAR LA CARGA

ProSlide

ProVoidGard

Niupack

· Prevents the pallets from slipping during

· New manual lashing system adaptable to all kinds

· Prevents the movement and inclination of the goods

· Available in different sizes and thicknesses.

· Avoid lateral and longitudinal movements.

· Fills the gaps between pallets (underhang).

standards.

(AAR approved).

NON-SLIP

transportation.

of gaps.

· System certified according to international

· Reusable, easy to use and very resistant.

· We also have non-slip paper inserters for pallets.

· Available in 2 sizes.

during transportation.

· Ideal system for goods that do not occupy the 100%
of the perimeter of the pallet.

· Very resistant, foldable, reusable, recyclable and
economical.
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VOIDFILLER NIUPACK
PART OF
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